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A safeguards strengthening in Belarus is realized as complex for measures of legal authorities building, ad-
vance staff education and international cooperation. The main scope of complex coordinated activities is
to provide the sustainable development of national regulatory system and support for current and future
challenges in a more globalized world to assure relevant safeguards measures and implements, to get the
sustainable international and regional cooperation. Collected and implemented information and knowledge,
analytical thinking of involved specialists will improve cooperation between IAEA and States to optimize
technical support and experience exchange.
Some authorities are responsible in regulating and oversighting for nuclear security in Belarus. The main
challenge of national system development is realization the conception of effective coordination. The nuclear
regulatory authority (the Ministry for Emergency Situations/ Gosatomnadzor) has the responsibility either
to build up own technical capabilities for detailed review and assessment of processes and activities of the
NPP operator or to make sure that a technical support organization equipped with sufficient knowledge and
structural capabilities is involved in assessment and analysis of processes at all phases of the NPP use.
There is developed the conception for creation of analytical and technical support laboratory including both
stationary and mobile equipment and techniques for nuclear security prevention and control measures and
arrangements. It is actually the realization of conception the Joint center for nuclear security competence in
Belarus for national and cooperational purposes.
The implementation of strengthening plans and put-up arrangements will lead to integrated regulatory activ-
ities in order to allow practical optimization of the resources to get benefits from exchange of experience and
issues from safety analysis and oversighting as synergy effect.
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